The 2015 Hebrew Seminar: Technology in the Hebrew Classroom

Keynote Speaker, Dr. Doly Levi
Head of the International School of Education, Levinsky College (Tel Aviv)

Dr. Doly Levi is an expert in the field of Hebrew pedagogy whose research and teaching reveal a strong interest not only in language but in related questions of multiculturalism, globalism and immigration. She works on Hebrew as a native language and as a second language and on Hebrew and multilingualism in a multicultural society. Dr. Levi also conducts research into the syntax and rhetoric of both contemporary Hebrew and of the Hebrew Press of the Enlightenment period.

With Presentations By:

October 9-11, 2015
Holiday Inn, Denver - Cherry Creek
455 South Colorado Blvd., Denver, CO 80246
University of Denver, Sturm Hall 286
2000 E. Asbury Ave., Denver, CO 80210

For more information and to register, please visit: www.du.edu/ahss/cjs
or email the Center for Judaic Studies at the University of Denver at cjs@du.edu

Co-Sponsored by the Center for Judaic Studies, the Department of Languages and Literatures, the Center for Middle East Studies, the Office of Teaching and Learning, and the Zicherman-Sztrulovits Memorial Endowed Fund
With support from the Marsico Visiting Scholars Program at DU